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you got hit, you have to go back and shoot over again.

But I make

one, two,fcthree and then T throw again and I made three more, I
jumped over and I go on until I get to here, and I made six and
then I jump over, lik£ that until I get up here.
(Does every\woman have her own needle?)
Yes, each woman.
Jehhy:

If six are playing, there will be three partners on .this

side and three on this side.
or something.

And then they bet.

They bet blankets

If this side wins, wevll, they get the whole thing.

They get that whole.
viduals or something.

Sometimes they bet against each other, indiTwo sisters maybe play for shawl or blanket.

And they play here, you see, and then they go--there's no cheating
here too much unless you went one over to jump over that^line.
(What is this that they're playing on?)

i
They playing on a rawhide, I guess.
used to have one,.
got on buckskin.

And they got/them marks.

My mother had one that was on a cloth, but they
And £hen they got all marked *ff—and then it's

one, two, three, four bridges.

And they play on that and put that

rock in the center like you got here.
four.

One,, two—right here.

Those are one, two, three,

They got one, two, three, four marks

or three? (speaking to Jenny)
Jenny:

I

' .

Three marks.

Well, they got three marks here.

One, two, three.

win, they stick this if you bit that three red.

• i

two, three and then you stick it there.

Now, when they

Then you mark one,

You throw another one and

then you're liable to hit this and then you have to go back.

I mean

you have to go back there.
(Well, what if I start here and I throw three, and then I get here.

